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Variable speed machinery presents a particular challenge to automated condition-

monitoring systems; changes in speed have a strong relation to the vibration response

collected by accelerometers—the effect of which may mask fault conditions in standard

condition monitoring techniques. In order to account for the effects of this measurable

variable, the vibration response will be segmented into speed bins with a small range of

speed. The mean and covariance matrix for the feature vectors in each speed bin will be

computed in order to derive a statistical novelty boundary for that bin. Each component

of these statistical parameters can then be interpolated or regressed in order to derive

boundaries for speed segments where no training data is available. A comparison of the

use of a statistical decision boundary and support vector boundaries, whose inputs have

been centralized and whitened with these statistical parameters, will reveal a stronger

classification approach. These methods were validated on data gathered from an

experimental gearbox and motor apparatus operating at variable speeds; the results

indicate a high degree of separability between data from healthy and faulted

states—providing exceptional classification error.

& 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Rotating machinery is prevalent in most industrial applications; increasingly it is operated under varying duty—a
condition offering many benefits including better process control, more efficient power usage, etc. For example, on demand
ventilation systems using variable frequency drive controlled fans have provided the underground mining industry with a
means of satisfying operational requirements at drastically reduced costs.

The transient nature of such machinery can have a troubling effect on attempts at online condition monitoring. Increase
in speed and load can greatly distort the vibratory response of rotating machinery to the extent that traditional condition
monitoring techniques, those which do not discriminate between modal parameters, may break down. Under the
assumption that the vibratory parameters of a machine, operating with variable speed, will be strongly related to its speed,
the authors will explore a statistical parameterization approach first suggested in the context of structural health
monitoring [1] and will employ a new approach combining data whitening and support vector techniques to improve
classification results.

There are certain non-stationarities present in signals from steadily operating machinery. The most well known of these
is the modulation of bearing speeds due to changes in ball bearing sizes when subject to deflection in the loaded zone.
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Similarly, steadily operating gears experience modulations in speed due to changes in apparent stiffness as the number of
teeth in mesh vary.

When variable speed and load are introduced the issues become much more exacerbated. As speed varies, the
machinery will move through regions of damping and resonance; the effects on condition monitoring become significant
when health begins to degrade [2]. Changing speed will smear the spectral characteristics of faulty bearings by adding a
frequency modulation component to the already amplitude-modulated signal. Variances in load will further modulate the
amplitudes of the impulsive events and will increase the variance of the slippage effect with a resulting increase in the
spectrum’s variance and attenuation [3]. Vibrations from gear deflections will be similarly impacted by varying speeds and
loads; characteristic spectral components associated with various gear faults will be altered by resultant modulation
effects.

The condition-monitoring approach employed to manage these issues is one of many that have appeared in the
literature for condition monitoring of systems with changing environmental variables. In the context of variable speed/load
machinery, there are three predominant techniques: frequency-domain variants, artificial intelligence (AI) techniques, and
parameter normalization.

The work in [4] investigated the use of frequency processing techniques such as the Wigner–Ville Distribution (WVD)
and its qualities in the context of variable speed machinery, which may be limited by confounding spurious energy
leakages in various parts of the WVD’s spectrum. Similar work can be found in [5,6] in the monitoring of gear drives. Kar [7]
examined the use of a scaled window convolved with a transient load signal, in a technique termed multi-resolution
Fourier transform, in order to gain better resolution on critical frequency ranges. In [8], empirical mode decomposition was
employed to account for the transient nature of large rotating machinery. Additionally, [9] developed order spectrum
analysis which removes the effects of varying speed by re-sampling a vibration signal’s spectrum by the speed of the
machinery generating that signal; an application of an analogous method can be found in [10] where the instantaneous
angular spectrum was used to monitor torsional vibrations in a diesel engine. Order spectrum analysis may only addresses
the skew of frequency responses from variable speed and not the changes in amplitude/power from resonance or the
consequent complexities from signal modulation effects. The instantaneous power spectrum was used in [11] for the
detection of gear deterioration under varying load conditions. Mechefske examined the effects of variable speed machinery
on spectral approximation techniques in [12]. Adaptive filters were trained in [13,14] to process occasional changes in
damage signals—an approach that might be extended to variable duty applications.

AI techniques consist of neural networks used as means of nonlinear principle component analysis (NL/PCA) to detect
unmeasured environmental parameters in [1] whose limitations are subject to the assumptions of NLPCA (i.e. Gaussian
distributions in some augmented space); ‘‘large-normal condition models’’ consists of techniques where a classifier is
trained over all ranges of operation but inevitably are dependent on the detection of a fault being invariant on changes in
operating modes (a poor assumption) [15]; and, by varying a classifier depending on changes in the mode of operation as
demonstrated by the kinematics of the machinery at the time (which may not be sufficiently discriminating to distinguish
all effects of changes of mode) [16–19].

Parameter normalization techniques found in [20,21] focus on reducing the effects of modal changes according to
measurable changes in those modes. Principal component analysis and support vector regression were used to filter out
temperature effects on structural monitoring in [22]. In [23], the authors normalize machinery vibration data first with
order spectrum analysis to remove speed change effects (which may not be adequate to address machinery resonances),
apply a load-normalizing technique (whose sophistication in addressing all spectral aspects of changes in load is at best
dubious), followed by a pseudo-Wigner–Ville distribution from which statistical parameters are computed for novelty
detection with statistical process control.
2. Statistical parameterization

In [15,24], Worden examined how a structure’s vibration measurements varied with modal parameters such as
temperature. He conducted this effort based on the reasonable assumption that changes in the vibratory parameters of a
structure have some deterministic relation to changes in the temperature of the structure. He assumed by determining this
relation and accounting for it in a fault detection scheme, that he could eliminate the poor classification results commonly
associated with systems impacted by environmental factors. Worden presented good results when evaluating this method
on condition monitoring of the theorized vibration of modeled structures; this work will retrace his steps in an effort to
evaluate how well his technique works in the context of real variable-speed machinery.

In the context of variable-speed machinery, elements of the vibratory response are assumed to have a strong relation to
the speed of the given machinery. As a consequence, it follows that the statistical characteristics of the distribution of
whatever parameters are chosen to represent the vibratory response should be strongly related to the machine’s speed.
Fig. 1 demonstrates how this assumption might appear in 2-dimensions (i.e. with two parameters representing the
vibratory response). The means of the distributions representing various speeds (10, 20, and 30 Hz in the case of the figure)
are presumed to increase with increasing speed. The variances of these distributions should also experience a similar
relation with speed possibly due to the system’s resonance response.
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Fig. 1. Theorized changes in vibration parameter distribution with various speeds (10, 20, and 30 Hz) for the 2-dimensional case (means and variances

presumed to increase with seed).
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If these assumptions are valid, then each of the statistical parameters (i.e. each component of the mean vector and each
component of the variances) could be interpolated or regressed in order to determine those of speeds for which data was
not collected. In the case of regression, a model for each of these components could be retained rather than retaining each
statistical characteristic for each distribution. In practice, it will be demonstrated that the model generated by regression
provides too poor a fit for the changes in statistical parameters with speed (which are not at all smooth in the case of
rotating machinery).

A segment of the vibration signal from an accelerometer is first parameterized and then grouped into speed bins based
on the machine’s average speed in each segment. Once this is accomplished, the statistical distribution of each speed bin
must be estimated. If the data are normally distributed, with n parameterized segments, the estimate of the mean ðm̂Þ and
covariance matrix ðŜÞ are given by maximum-likelihood estimation [25]:

m̂ ¼ 1

n

Xn

k¼1

xk (1)

Ŝ ¼
1

n

Xn

k¼1

ðxk � m̂Þðxk � m̂Þ
t (2)

which is to say, that the mean and covariance of the sample population are assumed to approximate the population’s true
values. This assumption warrants further investigation since the quantity of data to characterize each speed bin’s
distribution is often limited; as the dimensionality of the space increases, the amount of data to accurately describe each
bin’s distribution will also increase. In pattern recognition this is known as the curse of dimensionality. This is a demanding
problem since classification often involves a precarious trade off with the desire to increase the problem dimensionality, in
order to obtain better classification results, and a desire to reduce the amount of data necessary to describe the volume of
the space. Worden’s statistical parameterization, in a sense, is doubly cursed by this symptom since the number of modal
parameters could increase (e.g. one could examine the distribution of data not only for speed but also for load). In this case,
not only would one need sufficient data to characterize the dimensionality of the space chosen, one would also need to do
so for all combinations of speeds and loads.

3. Novelty detection

The purpose of novelty detection is to describe a normal state with representative data, presumably available in
abundance, in order to discriminate it against faulted states with exemplars which may not have been available during
training. A host of novelty detection techniques are available (see [26,27]); two will be employed in this
research—discordance tests and support vector data descriptors.

3.1. Discordance test

Worden used a discordance test to discern if a test object fell outside the distribution of the healthy data for a given
modal instance. The novelty boundary in the case of uni-variate data is given by the radius, R, from mean m, such that 95%
of the healthy data lies within the interval:

Pðjx� mj � RÞ ¼ 0:95 (3)
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In the case of normally distributed data with standard deviation s, this condition reduces to

jx� mj
s � 1:96 (4)

such that the novelty boundary is given by the extremes of

�1:96sþ m � x � 1:96sþ m (5)

as demonstrated in Fig. 2.
Multivariate data requires greater effort to derive the appropriate boundary. In the event that the distributions of each of

the components of the parameterized vibratory response are independent, the combined probability distribution is simply
the product of the independent uni-variate ones. The joint probability of multiple independent variables is well known, by
fundamental laws of probability, to be the product of the probability of each random variable (i.e. PðA \ BÞ ¼ PðAÞ � PðBÞ). If
each component of the d-dimensional parameterized vibratory response has normal probability distribution
pxi
ðxiÞ ¼ Nðmi;s2

i Þ, the joint probability distribution is given by [25]:

pð~xÞ ¼
Yd
i¼1

pðxiÞ ¼
Yd
i¼1

1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p

si

e�ð1=2Þðxi�m=siÞ
2

¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ð2pÞd
Qd
i¼1

si

s e�ð1=2Þ
Pd

i¼1ðxi�m=siÞ
2
¼

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð2pÞdjSj

q e�ð1=2Þð~x�~mÞtS�1ð~x�~mÞ (6)

Inherent in this analysis is the assumption that the components of the parameterized vibratory response are in fact
independent. This assumption is a poor one in the context of variable speed machinery as components of a parameterized
vibration response are often dependent. Many of the spectral components of the vibratory response of machinery are
intrinsically related as demonstrated in [28,29]. For instance, the spectral characteristics of bearings are well known to consist
of impulses induced by faults on the inner or outer races, whose amplitudes are amplified by the load born by the bearing as it
transits through the race’s fault. The resultant signal is amplitude modulated; amplitude modulated signals consist of three
primary spectral components, the frequency component from the shaft speed with two identical sidebands representing the
frequency response of the interaction of the bearings with the fault. Other more simple examples can be found when examining
harmonics of shaft speed generated by gear meshing and conditions such as unbalance or oil whirl/whip. An assumption of a
normal distribution of multivariate data rests on an underlying assumption of the independence of the components of the data
in use [25]. Worden’s assumption of normally distributed data may have worked reasonably well in the context of monitoring
the frequency response of structural vibrations [24]; it may, however, prove a poor one in the context of variable speed
machinery because of the complex interrelations of the frequency components of machinery’s vibratory response.

This assumption will nevertheless be undertaken since the alternative is to attempt to define the relation between these
components and then generate a conditional multivariate probability distribution (see [30]). While much effort has been
Fig. 2. Boundary for uni-variate normal distribution.
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made to model these relations (see, for instance, [3]), the task is a complex one and has not been completed to the extent
necessary for application. The signal-to-noise ratio in rotating machinery is simply too poor for any such relation to be of
practical value at present.

Fig. 4 demonstrates the joint probability distributions of the two uni-variate distributions in Fig. 3 (the first distribution
having m ¼ 5 and s ¼ 4 and the second having m ¼ 10 and s ¼ 8). The joint distribution has ~m ¼ ½5 10� and S ¼ ½40

0
8�. The

level curves, shown in Fig. 5, of the distribution in Fig. 4 are determined by the Mahalanobis squared distance given by (the
exponential in Eq. (6))

r2 ¼ ð~x� ~mÞtS�1
ð~x� ~mÞ (7)

The Mahalanobis distance of the joint distribution of Fig. 4, reduces to

r2 ¼
x1

x2

" #
�

m1

m2

" # !t

S�1
x1

x2

" #
�

m1

m2

" # !
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h i 4 0

0 8

" #�1 x1 � 5

x2 � 10

" #

¼ x1 � 5 x2 � 10
h i 1

4
0

0
1

8
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6664
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7775

x1 � 5

x2 � 10

" #

¼
x1 � 5

4

x2 � 10

8

� � x1 � 5

x2 � 10

" #

¼
ðx1 � 5Þ2

4
þ
ðx2 � 10Þ2

8
(8)

which is the equation of the level curves/ellipses of Fig. 5 centered at ~m ¼ ½5 10�. In practice, the covariance matrix S will
not be diagonal and the equation of the level ellipses (or ellipsoids in higher dimensional spaces) will involve cross terms
Fig. 3. Two independent uni-variate distributions.
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that will rotate and skew the axes of the ellipsoids such that their principal axes no longer are in alignment with the
coordinate system’s axes (and principle component analysis (PCA) will be necessary to determine the orientation of the
ellipsoids). This task, however, is not relevant at this stage as the primary focus is the derivation of the Mahalanobis
squared distance that encapsulates a certain percentage of the healthy data to act as a novelty boundary.

The analysis surrounding Eq. (4) is more difficult in the multivariate case since there are no tables available for
cumulative multivariate normal distributions. One could employ a numerical-method approach to find the boundary
containing a certain quantile of the data (see the Monte-Carlo approach in [31]) or one could employ the approximation
that the Mahalanobis squared distance fits a chi-squared distribution [32]. In the latter case, the Mahalanobis squared
distance, k, in d dimensions, containing the quantile, 0 � qo1, is given by

k ¼ chi2invðq; dÞ (9)

3.2. Whitened data for support vector description

An alternative approach to using quantiles of a statistical distribution is to centralize and whiten the data given the
modal parameters and their relation with the data’s distributions. Once the data has zero mean and unit covariance, any of
a variety of artificial intelligence techniques for pattern recognition could be used to detect outliers in test patterns
presented to the detector.

Centralizing the data, by subtracting the distribution’s mean from each of its data points, will ensure it has zero mean.
The task of ensuring uniform covariance, by whitening the data, is more complex. In the case of the data analyzed in Eq. (8)
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(for the distribution in Fig. 4), whitening a data point can simply be achieved by multiplying by the inverse of the
covariance matrix since the principle components of the ellipses are aligned with the axes of the coordinate system. In the
case where the ellipsoids are skewed, i.e. the covariance matrix contains cross terms, one must first find the ellipsoids’
principle components and then find the matrix Aw that will reduce them to unit length. Duda [25] describes the whitening
matrix as

Aw ¼ FL�1=2 (10)

where F is the matrix whose columns are the orthonormal eigenvectors of S, and L is the diagonal matrix of the
corresponding eigenvalues.

Once the data has zero mean and unit variance, a support vector classifier can then be trained on them in order to
provide a more robust boundary description between data describing healthy and faulted machinery states. Tax’s
support vector data descriptor (SVDD) as described in [33] will be employed to this end. The SVDD maps data into a high
dimension kernel space and attempts to fit a sphere of minimal radius around it; a minimal-radius sphere will ensure a
tight boundary around the healthy data. Mapping into a higher dimensional space is achieved via the ‘‘kernel trick’’
where inner products in the sphere’s calculation are replaced with a kernel function as outlined in [33]. Once mapped
back into the initial space, the SVDD’s spherical boundary is able to enclose complex non-spherical, non-convex
regions as demonstrated in the two related diagrams in Fig. 6. The left diagram in Fig. 6 demonstrates the SVDD’s
complex decision boundary and the right diagram demonstrates the corresponding novelty scores for various points
of this boundary. The tightness of fit demonstrated in the left hand of Fig. 6 is affected by the choice of kernel parameter; in
this research, the Gaussian kernel was employed which has one kernel parameter known as sigma—a high sigma
produces a very generalized decision surface while a small sigma (in the range of 1–6), produces a tighter fit as
shown.

With zero mean and unit variance data, it is hoped that the SVDD may provide better classification results than the
discordance tests since the assumption of normally distributed and independent data has been determined to be a poor
one. The normalization process depends, in part, on these same assumptions; however, it is thought that the SVDD may be
better able to accommodate the skewed results from normalizing data lacking a Gaussian distribution.

4. Experimental methodology

4.1. Apparatus

The data employed in this research were generated on a Spectraquests gear dynamics simulator as shown in Fig. 7. This
simulator was configured using a computer controlled variable frequency drive to subject a gearbox to a duty cycle of
variable load and speed. The apparatus consists of a two-stage parallel reduction gearbox driven by a 3 hp variable speed
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Fig. 6. SVDD’s boundary (in part generated with [33]).

Fig. 7. Experimental apparatus with data acquisition system.
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induction motor and loaded with a magnetic particle brake. The data acquisition system is displayed in Fig. 7. A National
Instruments PXI data acquisition system was used to control the motor’s speed and particle brake’s loading as well as to
monitor the signal of several industrial ceramic shear ICP accelerometers from IMI sensors. These sensors had a reported
sensitivity of 10.02 mV/(m/s2) with a claimed error of 75% over a range of 0.5–6500 Hz. These accelerometers’ vibration
measurements were taken in radial directions both horizontally and vertically on both the gearbox and motor bearings. All
measurement channels were sampled synchronously at 4 kHz.

The general process for selecting an appropriate sampling frequency is suggested in [34]. The simulator’s motor has a
maximum rotational speed of 57.5 Hz which can be reduced by the reduction gearbox to as low as 16 Hz—serving as the
range of potential shaft frequencies. The faults under consideration will appear at multiplicative frequencies of shaft speed.
Rotor faults are generally synchronous and will not exceed the shaft frequency ranges. Gear faults generally appear at gear
mesh frequencies given by the ratio of the output to input gears multiplied by the shaft’s frequency. In the case of the
Spectraquest simulator, the highest gear mesh frequency of concern is approximately 800 Hz (for a gear ratio of 48–80 at a
shaft frequency of 16 Hz). Bearing faults produce faults at characteristics frequencies (see [29])—with an ultimate signal
containing sidebands multiplexed around a given shaft frequency with a bandwidth that can be quite large. To be safe, it
was assumed that frequencies as high as 2 kHz could be relevant; this ‘‘natural system frequency’’ was then multiplied by 2
under Nyquist’s rule to obtain the appropriate sampling frequency.

The gearbox and motor were instrumented with two accelerometers, measuring vibration in the vertical and horizontal
planes. The motor accelerometers measured vibrations in the motor housing nearest to the shaft bearings nearest the
output. The gearbox bearings were mounted on machined aluminum blocks which were in turn affixed to a metal plate
which housed the main shaft bearings.

4.2. Faults

Motor and gearbox faults were analyzed in the course of these experiments. Four motors were alternated through the
test bench—a healthy motor, one with a combination of bearing faults in the front motor bearing, one with broken rotor
bars, and one with rotor unbalance. Motors were located on pins to ensure repeatability between tests by precisely
controlling alignment.

Gearbox faults consisted of scenarios with a missing tooth, a chipped pinion tooth, an outer race bearing fault, a bearing
faulted on the inner and outer races, and fault-free conditions. Repeatability was ensured by the apparatus’ ability to
accurately re-position components between subsequent tests.

4.3. Segmentation

In order to segment the vibration data into regions of ‘‘steady’’ speed and load, the vibration data were grouped
according to a specified number of shaft rotations (Fig. 8). It was thought that selecting data over only a few shaft rotations
would provide a minimum segment length to ensure both signal coherency and stability of modal parameters. Equipment
operating at high speeds will provide a sufficient data segment very quickly and equipment operating at low speeds will
take longer to generate an acceptable signal length for processing as demonstrated in Fig. 9.

The sensor data segments defined by this number of shaft rotations were then windowed in order to minimize the
introduction of high frequency components associated with quickly switching on and off the signal with a rectangular
window. A Gaussian window was employed with 70% overlap to ensure interesting events would not be overlooked. Fig. 9
shows the effects on the window characteristics of both a steady segment of operation (top figure) and that of a segment
with drastically reducing speed (bottom figure) as well as the consequential effect on the width of the window (with 10
rotations in each window guaranteed).

To validate the assumption that collecting sensor data over a pre-specified number of shaft rotations (i.e. 10) produces
segments of reasonably stable modal parameters consider Fig. 10. Here, as expected, when shaft speed is small, it takes a
longer time to collect data of sufficient length and the segment has a wider range of speeds. When the rotor system has
sufficient speed, data segments are collected quickly and the standard deviation of a segment is reasonably small
depending on the slope of the speed curve. Where the standard deviation is larger, one may place less confidence on that
segment’s effect on the classifier.

Gathering data over multiple operating sessions with speed profiles similar to those in Fig. 10 produces a histogram as
demonstrated in Fig. 11. This figure has 40 equally sized speed segments and was collected over 61 files of 12 s length
(12 min total). It demonstrates that higher speeds have a greater number of objects for training for the given speed profile.
The large predominant peak is due to a long period spent at a constant speed (as shown in Fig. 10). The distribution of data
is primarily dependent on the shape of the speed curve; in general, however, one can expect that data collected at higher
speeds will be more populous since it takes much less time to collect data over a fixed number of shaft rotations.

The tradeoff in the case of speed buckets should be reasonably clear. The greater the number of buckets, the greater will
be the resolution of the data buckets and the lesser will be the number of elements in each bucket. Fig. 11 shows the effect
of varying the number of bins and its effect on bin size and number of elements in each bin. For a fixed amount of data, bin
size will have to be balanced against the dimensionality of the space used due to the curse of dimensionality.
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Fig. 8. Theorized signal segmentation (based on constant no. of shaft rotations) (segment overlap not shown).
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4.4. Feature extraction

There are a number of parameters that could be employed to describe a segment’s vibration response. One could
evaluate time-domain features such as crest factor, average power, kurtosis, impulse factor, etc. or one could evaluate
frequency-domain characteristics given by similar parameters in the frequency domain. Given the success of the
frequency-domain parameters for fault detection [16,24], an autoregressive model of a vibration segment will be employed.

An autoregressive model (AR) is a model of a statistical process generated by regressing previous values of that
statistical process with itself. AR models can be used for prediction of the future values of a process or they may be used to
provide a simplified representation of the peaks and troughs of a system’s frequency response. The spectrum of a
normalized power series, X(z), can be modeled in the z-domain according to

XðzÞ ¼
k

1�
PD�1

i¼0 wiz
�i�1

(11)

when a linear combiner with D delays is used for the model. Recursive least squares (RLS) is often used as the learning
algorithm for the weights of this model [35].

A higher order AR model will be able to approximate a system with a greater number of spectral peaks. For instance,
Fig. 12 illustrates the effect of higher orders of AR models; an AR100 has a far greater number of spectral components than
an AR25. This trend is illustrative of the tradeoffs involved with the curse of dimensionality; a larger AR model will provide
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Fig. 9. Window parameter selection (top: steady speed segment—bottom: slowing segment).
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more distinguishing components (and thus, potentially, a greater ability to improve classification) but has a much larger
volume of space requiring a greater number of data points to fully describe a given class.
5. Classification results

Exploring the technique in 3-dimensions will provide intuition into how the technique works, which can then be
extended into higher dimensions with the hope of achieving better classification results. As previously mentioned,
statistical parameterization is doubly subject to the curse of dimensionality—a limitation which should be borne in mind
when selecting feature space dimensionality.

Figs. 13–15 demonstrate the scatter of healthy data from various speed bins; generally the groupings are quite separable
(even when comparing consecutive speed bins in Fig. 14). The distribution of each bin tends to be elongated with what
could be a Gaussian distribution. It seems that irrespective of the prior analysis (i.e. requiring independence of vibratory
components in order for data to follow a multivariate normal distribution) the underlying assumption of a multivariate
Gaussian distribution may not be such a poor one.

Fig. 16 demonstrates that the data for a given speed bin from each class are quite separable. It seems possible then, that
if one could fit a normal distribution to the healthy data, that a discordance test might prove a suitable boundary for
separating faulted data from healthy data. With these initial intuitive checks undertaken, it seems a worthwhile
investment to investigate statistical parameterization for variable speed fault detection.
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Fig. 10. Standard deviations of segments (standard deviation as stems with typical speed profile superimposed).

Fig. 11. Effects of various bin sizes on distribution.
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5.1. Regression

In the case of regression, the first step is to fit each of the components of the statistical parameters to a polynomial
model. Fig. 17 demonstrates the three components of the mean vectors for each of the speed bins for 100 speed bins (left
figure) and 50 speed bins (right figure). Generally, the trends of the mean’s components are smooth and appear not to be
affected by the number of speed bins employed. In [24], the mean vector components were far smoother than those shown
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Fig. 12. Various orders of AR models.

Fig. 13. Scatter plot of data from various bins.
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in Fig. 17. When a fourth order polynomial is fit to each of these components (Fig. 18), the regression model can be seen to
track the actual data reasonably well until the higher speed ranges. At this point there is some undesirable deviation from
the true values; this problem is not solved by varying the order of the polynomial fit.

The problem becomes even worse when comparing the components of the covariance matrix. In Fig. 19, the variances
(i.e. diagonal entries of the covariance matrix) are plotted for each of their speed bins. The variances are wild and could not
reasonably be expected to satisfy a simple polynomial model. These variances are likely connected to the machine’s
resonance response; in resonance, there are wideband excitations in the machinery and as such, one would expect more
chaotic frequency responses—ultimately producing irregular changes in statistical parameters of the feature vectors.
Machinery operating in resonance bands will also suffer from a diminished signal-to-noise ratio. This notion supports the
widely accepted practice that resonance bands are avoided during condition monitoring.
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Fig. 14. Scatter plot of data from consecutive bins.

Fig. 15. Various speed bin ellipsoidal distributions.
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Fig. 16. Healthy and faulted data clusters (Bin 75.9 Hz).
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The case against regression as a means of parameterizing the statistical elements has all but been made. With the
additional concern, that through regression, one might derive a covariance matrix which is not positive semi-definite (i.e.
one not satisfying xtPxZ0), regression becomes an undesirable choice. This problem was originally identified in [24];
while Worden, developed a method to ensure that a derived covariance matrix would be positive semi-definite, the
irregular nature of the statistical parameters compounded with the complex method of ensuring positive semi-definiteness
makes regression an unnecessarily demanding approach at best.

The classification results shown in Fig. 20 support the validity of the above speculation. Attempting to regress statistical
parameters provides very poor classification. These poor results are attributable to the unsteady nature of each statistical
parameter’s trending over various speeds. When a sufficiently high dimensional space (i.e. AR10) is used, some speed bins
generate good results; however, the poor fit of the regression model eventually degrades performance for higher speed
bins. Moving into dimensions higher than an AR10 model does not produce better classification results in this context as
the primary constraint is the suitability of fit of the regression model. Future work might find fruitful grounds in attempting
to fit a piece-wise linear model of these components (since they tend to be very jagged) or employing more complex
regression techniques.
5.2. Interpolation

As Worden discovered the better approach, by far, is to store each mean vector and each covariance matrix for each
modal bin and to interpolate between each of these statistical parameters for bins that are ill conditioned or under
sampled. Interpolated data will not result in derived covariance matrices lacking semi-positive definiteness. The
classification results are also very agreeable as shown in Fig. 21 and Table 1; this can be attributed to the faulted and
healthy data being nearly completely separable (as demonstrated in Figs. 13–15). While this is likely more a product of
using a simulator rather than real industrial equipment, the results are very encouraging.

Table 1 emphasizes the tradeoff between a high acceptance rate of the healthy data and a low acceptance rate of the
faulted data. The greater the amount of healthy data enclosed by the statistical novelty boundary, the greater will be the
error on the faulted data.
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Fig. 17. AR model’s components vs. time (100 speed bins—left; 50 speed bins—right).
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Fig. 21 demonstrates that an AR model order as low as 3 or 5 could be sufficient for classification purposes. It may be the
case that higher order models could provide better classification results; however, the curse of dimensionality has severely
restricted the exploration of such models for the fixed amount of data available in these experiments.

Fig. 21 shows the classification results of storing the covariance matrices and mean vectors for each bin and recalling
them at the time of classification; it does not demonstrate the effect of interpolating the statistical parameters when they
are absent for any given bin. Our previous experience with the irregular nature of the statistical parameters, as shown in
Figs. 18 and 19, tends to indicate that interpolation should not occur over too great a range. What speed range could
reasonably be interpolated over very much depends on how irregular the changes are in each of the statistical parameters.
The safest approach is to interpolate over only as many bins as necessary.

If bin 20 (centered at 42.9 Hz) of the left-hand side of Fig. 21 is omitted, the quality of classification results remains
quite good for an interpolated version of it. The true mean of bin 20 is ½�0:2605 0:1761 � 0:2600�t with an interpolated
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Fig. 18. Polynomial fit of mean components.

Fig. 19. Tending of variances vs. speed bin.
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mean of ½�0:2599 0:1770 � 0:2686�t with true and interpolated covariance matrices given respectively by

X
true

¼

0:0052 �0:0017 �0:0033

�0:0017 0:0025 0:0010

�0:0033 0:0010 0:0035

2
64

3
75 X

interp

¼

0:0051 �0:0017 �0:0034

�0:0017 0:0027 0:0010

�0:0034 0:0010 0:0037

2
64

3
75

which are very similar. The difference between the classification error from the known distribution and the interpolated
distribution is given in Table 2 for each fault. The error from the interpolated parameters is essentially the same as the error
computed from the known distribution.
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Fig. 20. Classification results with regression.
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Fig. 21. Classification error with interpolation (no missing bins).
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Table 1
Classification errors with interpolation (various quantiles as novelty boundaries).

Fault class Quantile

0.9999 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.95

Healthy 0.004 0.095 0.123 0.149 0.175

Chipped pinion 0.156 0.015 0.014 0.009 0.009

CombLtBrg 0 0 0 0 0

Rotor bars 0.203 0.082 0.070 0.055 0.055

Motor bearing 0.233 0.043 0.035 0.030 0.028

Motor unbalance 0.325 0.141 0.119 0.113 0.106

Dremel bearing 0.311 0.133 0.115 0.102 0.096

Table 2
Precision interpolation over 1 bin.

Fault class Interpolated Known distribution

Healthy 0 0.009

Chipped pinion 0.250 0.250

CombLtBrg 0 0

Rotor bars 0.142 0.142

Motor bearing 0.200 0.200

Motor unbalance 0.500 0.500

Dremel bearing 0.250 0.250

Table 3
Probability of misclassification of interpolation over 4 missing consecutive bins.

Fault class Interpolated Known distribution

Bin 19 Bin 20 Bin 21 Bin 22 Bin 19 Bin 20 Bin 21 Bin 22

Healthy 0 0.009 0 0 0 0.009 0 0.031

Chipped pinion 0.2 0.25 0.25 0 0.2 0.25 0.25 0

CombLtBrg 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Rotor bars 0.4 0.428 0.375 0.125 0.4 0.142 0.25 0.25

Motor bearing 0.2 0.2 0.555 0.666 0.2 0.2 0.333 0.666

Motor unbalance 1 0.5 0.5 0.333 1 0.5 0.25 0

Dremel bearing 0.333 0.375 0.2 0.333 0.111 0.25 0.1 0.333
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Leaving out bins 19 through 22 produces only slightly different results between interpolation of statistical parameters
and employing their known distributions (as shown in Table 3). As the number of ‘‘missing’’ consecutive bins increases
beyond this small number, the error from interpolation increases to unacceptable levels. These data are collected from the
horizontal gearbox accelerometer; the faults related to the gearbox have the same probability of misclassification between
the interpolated values and known true distribution—it is the faults on components that are spatially distant from the
measured accelerometer which suffer from the worst classification error under this interpolation.

The ability of an accelerometer to classify a fault from a component not spatially near that accelerometer may
seem somewhat dubious. However, other acoustic classification contexts (such as passive sonar classification in the
maritime environment) demonstrate that it is entirely possible for a transducer to receive vibration data from a distant
source having travelled through noisy and disagreeable mediums with differing mechanical impedances. Ultimately, the
characteristics of this well-travelled signal may be used in classifying the source of that signal (e.g. an in-board
pump, motor, engine, etc. on a distant ship). Comparing such an environment to a machine, rigidly connected together
whose components have a high bulk modulus of elasticity, should suggest that these results are at least possible. If true,
this may help to explain difficulties experienced by technicians searching for a fault after it has been detected by a
condition-monitoring system; if the technician operates under the assumption that the fault will be located on the
machinery component onto which the accelerometer is mounted, he or she may be mislead. Future work might examine
combining classifiers across different transducers in order to improve classification results and possibly help localize a
fault.
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Fig. 22. Classification error for various sigmas.

Table 4
Classification error for various sigmas (from Fig. 21).

Fault Sigma

3 5 7 10 15 20

Healthy 0.035 0.020 0.017 0.016 0.019 0.017

Chipped pinion 0.011 0.019 0.017 0.032 0.048 0.054

CombLtBrg 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Rotor bars 0.028 0.041 0.042 0.061 0.072 0.083

Motor bearing 0.036 0.051 0.051 0.074 0.084 0.098

Motor unbalance 0.081 0.100 0.103 0.132 0.143 0.156

Dremel bearing 0.169 0.210 0.227 0.257 0.272 0.290
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5.3. Whitening for support vector descriptor

These procedures can be exploited further by whitening the data for each speed bin such that support vectors may be
used to describe the novelty boundary of the healthy data set for all speed ranges. Each classification object for each fault in
each speed bin is shifted by that speed bin’s healthy mean and contracted by the healthy bin’s whitening matrix; the effect
is to normalize the data for each speed bin such that the healthy data is centered at the origin with unit variance and the
fault data is reduced to a position such that it ‘‘orbits’’ the normalized healthy data in a manner commensurate with its
former relative positioning. The mean and whitening matrices for each bin must still be stored—although, the novelty-
detection approach is reduced to one classifier (rather than a classifier for each speed bin).

The classification results prove to be quite good. Fig. 22 demonstrates the effect of various kernel parameters employed.
The tighter the bound around the healthy data (i.e. the smaller the choice of sigma), the greater is the classification error on
that data—while the faulted data enjoys a much lower error for such tight boundaries. While this trend is clear, the choice
of sigma has only a marginal effect on the classification error of the healthy data; a small sigma will produce only a slightly
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Fig. 23. Average bin classification error vs. AR model order (the effects of the curse of dimensionality).
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larger percentage of targets rejected; however, it will also result in an agreeable decrease in the classification error on
faulted data.

The classifier remains able to accurately classify faults that are not spatially connected to the machinery component on
which the accelerometer is located. In fact, the gear box bearing sensor, whose classification results are displayed in Fig. 22,
has poor performance only on the Dremel bearing fault (located on output end of the motor shaft). This quality is more
evident in Table 4.

Table 4 compared to Table 1 elucidates the superiority of kernel whitening over the statistical discordance test. In Table
1, it is clear that not only does discordance-test classification produce marginal results, it also demonstrates a very
frustrating tradeoff between the quality of classification of healthy and faulted modes; these problems are eliminated with
the much more flexible boundary produced by support vector descriptions as shown in Table 4. The previous speculation
that the SVDD might be better able to handle the skewed distribution of a non-Gaussian data spread has proven correct;
trying to fit an ellipsoid around a class is too rigid a boundary for data whose distribution is not a perfect match for a
Gaussian one.

At first glance, the results achieved with this approach may seem too good to be true. For healthy data and outlier data
from faults located close to the measured accelerometer, the error is generally less than 2 percent. Separating healthy and
faulted data according to the speed of the machine at the time of collection appears to eliminate overlapping classes that
usually occur when one trains a classifier over all speed ranges without first conditioning it for speed. In [36], Tax explored
training classification error on a variable speed submersible pump with the SVDD and was able to obtain classification error
close to 8%. It seems reasonable that attempting to first discriminate classification objects for speed, followed by the
application of the SVDD, could produce superior results.

5.4. Curse of dimensionality

Fig. 23 demonstrates, for a fixed amount of data, that an increase in the dimensionality of the space results in
unacceptable classification errors on the healthy/target data; the quantity of the data appears to be insufficient to describe
the appropriate distribution in high dimensional spaces.

6. Conclusions

This research explored the approach outlined by Worden in [24] in the context of variable speed machinery for the
detection of incipient faults. The vibratory parameters representative of a machine’s vibratory response for various speeds
were found to cluster together tightly in an N-dimensional space. When these parameters were examined for small
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sections of speed, it was found that vibratory parameters representing faults were highly separable from those representing
healthy machine states.

Worden’s method of determining the means and covariance matrices for small values of modal parameters (i.e. speed
bins) and then employing a statistical discordance test to classify healthy data from faulted data was examined. The
discordance test consisted of an ellipsoidal novelty boundary containing a certain quantile of healthy data. An
improvement to [24] was found in the use of Tax’s SVDD on whitened data. The robust boundary description of the SVDD
then proved a far superior means of separating healthy and faulted data; it was able to give a tighter fit on the data once
centered and normalized—providing better classification results.

Worden’s original approach suffered from the assumption of a Gaussian distribution as well as from being doubly
cursed by dimensionality. The SVDD may have eliminated some of the ill effects of the Gaussian assumption; however, it is
still subject to the curse of dimensionality. As the number of modal parameters increases (e.g. speed, load, temperature,
etc.), the approach may break down in scenarios with all but an abundance of data. Future work will eliminate the
underlying assumption of Gaussian distributions and will mitigate the effect of the curse of dimensionality. Future work
will also involve testing of the presented methods on other datasets to further validate the approach.
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